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INTRODUCTION
Pew areas of science in recent years have experienced the
tremendous development and interest which has been encountered
throughout the field of automatic feedback control. An impor-
tant benefit of the increasing application of automatic con-
trols has been to relieve man of many monotonous activities.
Of even greater significance, however, is that modern complex
controls can perform functions v/hich were previously beyond
'the physical abilities of a human operator.
As new and more complex applications are found daily,
the demand grows for more complete and accurate methods of
analysis. Such a demand has been focused on systems with
continuous time delays. This type of situation might be en-
countered, for instance, in a steel mill where the thickness
of a moving sheet is being measured at one point and control-
led at another. A time delay might also exist because of the
physical properties of a signal-carrying medium. Yet another
system containing a time delay is the control loop partially
or completely composed of a human operator. Application of
closed loop techniques to a manually operated process is rela-
tively new but could prove to be quite valuable.
The purpose of this study is not primarily to derive a
simple stability criterion, since satisfactory procedures al-
ready exist for determining stability, but rather, to provide
a simplified and accurate method of analyzing the transient
behavior of a second-order linear control system with time
delay when suTDjected to a imit step input.
Information concerning the transient response character-
istics has been presented in the form of three charts. The
stable region has been defined on each of these charts; and
for a given time delay, system parameters may be selected for
the desired response.
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
As has been previously stated, the system under consider-
ation is a linear, second-order control system whose block dia-
gram has the general form shown in the sketch below.
C(s)
The time delay, T^, is actually a nonlinear characteristic
v/hich, fortimately, can be represented in the complex s-domain
by the Laplace transform, e~^^o. The addition of even a small
delay has a detrimental effect on almost all aspects of transient
performance. This fact is illustrated below.
(a) Response for system without time delay
(b) Response for system with time delay
The ideal response should resemble a unit step as closely as
possible. Thus, the greater oscillations and longer time re-
quired to reach and settle down to the final value are very
undesirable features of the time delay system's response.
In addition to the unstabilizing effect on transient be-
havior, a time delay greatly complicates the analysis of any
control system. The reason for this can be traced to the
fact that the introduction of time delay creates an infinite
niunber of system poles, the knowledge of which is essential
to most analysis procedures.
It has been assumed throughout this text that the time
delay terra exists in the forward path of the control system.
With the time delay in this position, the system's transfer
function is
C(s) ke~^^° *
^/ N 2 -sTn (la)R(s) a^s + a^ s + a^e °. ^ ^
2 1
This may be written as
C(s)
R(s)
= P(s) e"^^o. (lb)
The time delay term is not restricted, however, to the forward
path. If the delay existed in the feedback loop, the transfer
function would be
C(s) k
--— =
2 Tif- (2a)R(s) a^s + a, s + a„e o.
d. 1 o
This may be expressed as
C(s)
R(s)
= P(s). (2b)
Since equations (lb) and (2b) differ only by the term, e~^ o,
it is obvious from inverse Laplace transform theory that the
time response of the first equation has the same form as that
of the second but is displaced in time by the amount, T .
* For unity feedback, ao=k; while for systems with a gain,
k-,
,
in the feedback path, a =kk-, .
Thus, the theory presented for the system v/ith a time delay in
the forward path is applicable, with slight modification, to
the system with a time delay in the feedback path.
V/ith a unit step input (R(s) = i) the steady-state solution
becomes
c(t)ss = —
.
^0
In order that the work which follows be applicable to both
cases, the ordinate of the response plot has been considered
to be "per cent of c(t)ss."
With a unit step input, the following figures of merit
are used to evaluate system performance:
Overshoot, os - the difference between the
magnitude of the maximum and
final values of the response,
expressed as a percentage.
Rise Time, t^
- the time required for the re-
sponse to first reach its final
value once it has begun to react
to the input signal.
Settling Time, t^ - the time required for the re-
sponse to reach and thereafter
remain within a specified per-
centage of its final value.
(3)
These terms are illustrated below.
c(t)
1.001.05
0.95
OS
y
% •*=
' T * "* ' t ^'
r
So that information could be presented for a general
second-order system, it was necessary to transform Eq. (la)
to the new form
C(s) Be -sT
2 -sT
s"^ + s + Be ^^,
(4)
Curves of constant overshoot, rise time, and settling time
could then be plotted on charts with coordinates, B and T.
7CONVENTIONAL METHODS OP ANALYSIS
Conventional methods of analyzing systems with time
delay may be logically divided into two groups: methods
not requiring a determination of system poles and methods
requiring this information.
Methods Not Requiring Pole Determination
The most common means for examining systems Vi/ith time
delay is by Nyquist's frequency response techniques (1).
V/hen discussing the frequency response of a system, the in-
put is considered to be a sine wave of variable frequency.
After transient effects have died out, the output is a sine
wave of the same frequency as the input but of different mag-
nitude and phase angle. It may be shown that this is done
effectively, by substituting ja> for the Laplace operator, s.
The general system represented by Eq. (la) might have
been represented by
C(s) G(s)
R(s) 1 + A(s)
The term, G(s), is defined as the product of all elements in
the forward path of the control system, while A(s), the loop
gain, is the product of all elements around the loop. With s
replaced by ja>
,
the loop gain for Eq. (la) is
(5)
Numbers in parentheses refer to references.
8A(:ia;) =
a e ^ o
A "Kyquist diagram" of the complex quantity, A(ja)), would
have the general form shovm below.
Complex A( j"*) plane
(6)
The Nyquist stability criterion can now be stated as
follows:
1. Substitute jo) for s in the loop gain
expression.
2. Plot the polar curve of A(ja)) as uj varies
from to CO .
3. For stability the curve must cross the unit
circle such that is less than l80*
.
It is possible to show that this is entirely equivalent
to specifying that the system has no poles in the right half
s-plane.
The term, e '^ °, has unity magnitude and a phase angle
of -wT^. Therefore, the angle, 0, for the second-order system
under consideration is
Q = ^ jwCa^jw + a-j_) +wTq. ,^x
It is obvious then that this method presents a relatively
fast and easy means of determining stability. This proced-ure
can also permit a design based on a particular degree of sta-
bility or phase margin, $, given by
f = TT - 0. (8)
Its usefulness is limited, however, in that only an intuitive
knowledge can be obtained regarding the system's response to
a sudden distrubance of its input.
Another procedure not requiring a knowledge of the sys-
tem's poles makes use of a theorem by Pontryagin (2) which is
applied to the system's characteristic equation. The theorem
may be stated as follows:
Let h(z,e ) be a polynomial in z and e^ possessing a
"principle term" (a term containing the highest power of z
multiplied by the highest power of e^). If all the zeroes of
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H(z) =:h(z,e ) have negative real parts, then all the zeroes
of F(y) and G{y) (H(jy)= P(y) + jG(y)) are real alternative
and
ciG(y) dP(y)
• F(y) - G(y) > . (a)
dy dy
Sufficient conditions for H(z) to have all its zeroes in the
left half plane are alternatively:
1. All zeroes of P(y) and G(y) are real alter-
native and Eq. (a) holds for at least one
t
value of y.
2. All zeroes of P(y) are real and Eq. (a)
holds for every zero, y-^, of F(y), i.e.
dF(yn
)
— G(y. ) < .
_
dy
_ .^_
3. All zeroes of G(y) are real and Eq. (a)
holds for every zero, :/^, of G(y), i. e.
dG(yp)
dy ^
This theorem usually supplies no information other than
whether the system is stable or not; thus, its usefulness in
any complete design is very limited.
Perhaps of greatest value in any control system analysis
is an exact expression for the time response to a unit step
11
input. This is very difficult to obtain since the usual
methods of taking the inverse Laplace transform require a
knowledge of the system's poles. A little used method of
obtaining the inverse transform, however, finds a great deal
of application when control systems involve time delay. The
transfer function given by Eq. (la) when expanded gives the
power series
C(s) G(s)
R(s) 1 + A(s)
G(s) - G(s)A(s) + G(s)A(s)^ - (9)
The series converges for A(s)«=:l; therefore, its usefulness
is limited to systems whose coefficients lie in certain bound-
ed regions. For the general second-order system this method
would yield the response ":i * ,v
c(t)/ k
•j
s(a2S + a-,s)
/'
u(t-T ) -
^ 0^
k'
s(a^s + a-,s)
(10)
u(t-2T^) + ..
This expression differs from other infinite series repre-
sentations in that only a finite number of terms need to be
evaluated to find the exact response for a particular time.
Although the calculaxicns may become quite involved for cer-
tain system parameters, the method, in general, is very useful.
This method has been presented by Tyner (3).
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Methods Requiring Pole Determination
A certain amount of information about the transient be-
havior of the control system can be obtained from a knowledge
of the pole locations for different values of the system's
"static loop sensitivity." For the general system represented
by Eq. (la), the cons-tant, b^^/^.2^ ^^ defined as the static loop
sensitivity; and the path traced on the complex s-plane as
^q/^2 "^^^^®s is known as the root locus of the system. A tech-
nique for finding this locus for systems with time delay has
been developed by Chu (4) and is described for the second-order
system below. "' ' ,.
The characteristic equation,
2
.
^1
_ .
% „-sTo
_
^
-^sj^ + i:^ ^ = 0, (11)
is actually a vector equation. Thus, for a value of s to be
a root of the equation, a magnitude condition,
s +
a. a.
^ e-^^o
(12)
and an angle condition,
^s +^(s +^) + ^(In . .. /^+sToN) = TT + k2it (13)
for k=0,l,2,3,
,
must be satisfied. The locus itself is
defined by the angle condition while the location of roots
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on this locus for a given value of a- /a2 is determined by the
magnitude condition. In plotting the root locus it is helpful
to consider the time delay term and the remaining part of the
system, separately. Letting
1^ =4.e''^^o = wT, (14)
a family of loci is obtained as has been shown below.
J >
-
cr
720
630*
540*
450"
360*
270"
180*
90"
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The remaining terms yield another family of curves given by
$2 = ^2 +-i$(s + ^) ' (15)
360*
By noting that
^^ + ^^ must equal jl + k2fl and superimposing
the two sets of curves as has been done on the following page,
the complete locus may be easily plotted.
15
360 0'
2
.
Since the curves are symmetrical about the real axis, only
the upper half has been shown.
An important feature of this graph is that since the
characteristic equation has an infinite nimber of roots, the
number of branches of the locus is infinite.
Although a knowledge of the system's poles gives the de-
signer a certain amount of qualitative information regarding
the transient behavior, an expression for the time response
is desirable.
D'Azzo and Houpis (5) have presented an approximate method
for finding the time response which is quite useful in many
16
systems with time delay. For the approximation to be suffi-
ciently accurate, two requirements must be satisfied:
1. The system must have a dominant pair of
complex poles with all other poles lying
far to the left of this pair.
2. Any other pole which is not far to the left
of the dominant complex poles must be near
a zero so that the magnitude of the transient
terra due to that pole is small.
\'7hen these requirements are met, the time response for a gen-
eral system,
C(s) P(g)
R(s) Q(s)
ft (=-5c)
c=l
(16)
may be approximated by
P(0)
c(t) = + 2
Q(o)
K
g m
p1 yj^Pi-Pc^
c=2
['e" cos I w.t +
(17)
^P(Pi) - ^Vj_
-^Q'(p-l)
where p^ = the dominant complex pole = {r+jw.
dQ
Q. = —
,
ds
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One advantage of this technique is that values of the terms
in the time response expression may be found graphically.
Also, it is particularly applicable to the type of system
under consideration since a plot of the poles of Eq. (la)
has the general form 3ho\'vn below.
j^
Probably the most straight forward technique for computing
the time response involves substituting a sufficient number' of
the system's infinite number of poles into the Heaviside expan-
sion formula as presented by Tyner (3). The time response may
be represented by
c(t) / G(s)1+A(s) . R(s) = / N(s)D(s) (18)
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The Heaviside expansion formula may then be v/ritten as
c(t) = \ -j-^ eV (19)
k=l ^
where the s, 's are the poles.
This procedure requires a great amoimt of tedious cal-
culations, but it has the advantage that a high degree of
accuracy may be achieved simply by including more poles.
METHOD DEVELOPMENT
System Transformation
All reference to the second-order system under consider-
ation thus far has been made to its most general case given
by Eq. (la). To simplify the discussion in the remaining
portion of this text, it has been assumed that the system
has unity feedback and is described by
-sT
C(s) a e °
o
^
—Si
R(s) a^s + a-, s + a e o
2 1 o
(20)
No loss of generality is incurred by this since, as was des-
cribed earlier, the response has been considered to be "per
cent of c(t)ss", and the transient characteristic curves which
have been constructed are applicable to either case.
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By making use of the linear transformation,
_
^1
^=i^^' (21)
the characteristic equation of Eq. (20) is transformed to
P^ + P + Be~^^o = 0, (22)
a ap
where B =
-2^
,
(23a)
^1
a.
and T = -=• T . /^ >a2 o •
. (23b)
The clearest way to examine this transformation is to
consider the time scale of the response to have been multi-
plied by the ratio, a-,/ap. The characteristic equation may
be written
2 2
ap d c ap dc a ap
—^ —^ + -£ _ + °£ c(t-T ) = . (24)
a-, dt a-, dt a-.
With t = -^ T
, (25)
1 ,
this equation becomes
d c dc a a^ a^ a^
__ + _ +
o^
c(-^r- ~ T.) = . (26)
dT dT a^ a. a-.
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A Laplace transform would then yield
2 T, -sT ^
s + s + Be = , (27)
a
1
which is the same form obtained by setting s = — P. The
time scaling approach, however, attaches a physical signi-
ficance to the transformation which is illustrated in the
figure below.
c(t)
The overshoot of the system has not been affected. Rise
time and settling time before and after the transformation
are related as follows:
t
rt
= ^2 t (28a)
a-,
21
and
'st a^ (28b)
Region of Stability
To define the region of stability on charts with coordi-
nates, B and T, it is necessary to examine the general form
of the transformed system's root locus. From the previous
discussion of root locus, it should be recalled that a magni-
tude and a phase angle condition must be satisfied. For the
transformed system, these two equations are
s+1 -Be"
+sT'
and ^s +^(s+l) +^ e ^^) = IT + k2«T
(29a)
(29b)
When the poles are complex, these equations become
(30a)
for -l«?<o (30b)
[c ^
..^] [(i r
2
+t^2
I
1^ ^ ^^2 ^^2
]
B2e-2T^
and tan "^ (
^ ^^
) + cjT + tan ^ (^) = + k2tt
ir-tan -^ (z^:?) +'*'T + tan "^ (^) = + lc2Tr for a<-l (30c)
As was explained in a previous section of this text,
the root locus defined by the above equations has an infi-
nite number of branches. The fundamental and a few higher
branches of this root locus have been given on the following-
page.
22
/
/
'V
a
—
—
-
"^^
.
_3«
T
-~—
The arrows in the figiire indicate the directions in which
the poles move as B is increased. A careful inspection of
the plot and the magnitude equation reveals that for a given
value of B the poles on any particular branch will always be
farther to the left than the poles on lower branches.
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Therefore, as B is increased, the poles moving along the funda-
mental branch will reach the imaginary axis first. Hence, only
the fundamental branch need be considered in any discussion of
stability.
When the poles lying on the fundamental branch reach the
imaginary axis, their real part will be zero, and the magnitude
and phase angle equations become, respectively,
(1 +a>2) (a,2) ^ g^ , (31a)
and tan'^jL* +cuT = ^^ . (31b)
These two equations define the region of stability shown in
Pig. 1.
Another curve on the B-T charts defines a region of special
interest. When the value of B is such that the poles defined
by the fundamental branch lie on the negative real axis, the
response is of an overdamped nature. This is based on the fact
that the real poles are much more dominant than the complex
poles. For very large values of T, this is not necessarily
true; but for the range of T considered in this text, the as-
sumption is a good one.
When the poles of the fimdamental branch lie on the real
axis between and -1, the magnitude equation becomes
(1 + or) (-0.) = Be"'^ (32)
The point, or = cf-^, for which B attains its greatest value,
24
is the "breakaway point" of the system. These maximiiin values
of B for various values of T define the line of critical damp-
ing shown in Fig. 1. In the charts for overshoot and rise time
it was foiind that the underdamped region could be ignored. For
the settling time charts, however, this region is of interest.
Time Response
In order to derive relationships for overshoot, rise time,
and settling time, a mathematical expression for the time re-
sponse must be found. The approximation resulting from the
substitution of eight poles into the Heaviside expansion for-
mula was fo\ind to be best for the purposes of this study.
Factors affecting this choice included the accuracy of the ap-
proximation and applicability for all values of B and T. This
particular method also seemed to lend itself well to computer
programing. By substituting the first eight system poles and
the pole- at s = (resulting from the unit step input, — ) into
9
c(t) = V~ Be ^^ St
Z_ s(s + 1)
-^
-sT
(32)
k=l
the following expression for the time response was obtained:
c(t) = 1 -^ , ^^ .^l(t-T)
^
^e ^^' ^^ sin (£o (t-T) +«.) +
xi + y^
+ -P==^2fi__3<^4(t-T) ^.^ (a.^(t-T) 4-0.4)
(33)
1^4 + y/
25
where
2 ^ . 2 , ^_ , -n^-Tffyi m mT,--T<yn^x^ = 3<7^ - 3o)^ + 2c7^ + Be ^costo^T - TBe ^cr^cosio^T
-TBe~^^a> sinojT ^^^^
n n
y^^ =
~^^n**n
~ 2*^^ + Be ^sinCaji^T) - TBe ^^sinuJT
+TBe ^cu^cos^T (36)
o^ =1 + tan-Vyx^ . (37)
Overshoot Chart
The equations defining the system's poles may be v^nritten
as follows:
P(cu,«y,T,k) = tan~-^(^) +c«>T + tan"^(^) + k2«' =
for -l<a<0 (38a)
P(a>,or,T,k) = If + tan~^(^) + a*T + tan"^(^) + k2'7f =
for <3r<-l (38b)
G(-,<r,B,T) = cr'^-^2<rh.^.2c^u,^.2^^^.u?.J _^2 ^ ^ ^
'
^^^^^
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For a particular branch of the root locus, k is fixed. Then
with B and T given, there remains two equations in two vari-
ables. The Newton-Raphson method for two equations was employ-
ed to solve for a; and a .^ with the poles determined for parti-
cular values of B and T, the system's time response, c(t), is
defined. The Newton-Raphson method for one equation was then
applied to c(t) = in order to find t .^^ With this value
determined, the system's overshoot could be evaluated. The
general procedure for constructing lines of constant overshoot
consisted of selecting a value of T and evaluating the overshoot
at several values of Bt^**The results, when plotted on a graph
with coordinates B and os, yielded a smooth ciirve from which
B could be selected for any given overshoot. An example of
one of the B-os curves is given in Fig. 2. Prom a set of these
curves each representing a value of T, the lines of constant
overshoot were plotted and are shown in Pig. 3.
Rise Time Chart
The definition of rise time is often a matter of conveni-
ence. The definition employed here is the one given earlier
in this text; the time required for the response to first reach
its final value once it begins to respond to the input distur-
bance. The program for rise time remains much the same as the
* A generalization of the Newton-Raphson method for two equa-tions appears in Appendix A-II.
^* The Newton-Raphson method for one equation appears in
Appendix A-I.
^^* Values v/ere obtained with an IBM 1410 computer. Fortran
programs for all charts are shown in Appendix B.
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program for overshoot. After solving for the system's poles
the Newton-Raphson method for one equation is again used to
solve
c(t) -1=0 (39)
for the time when the response first reaches its final value.
The system's rise time is then given by
^rt " ^(final value) " ^ • (40)
The general procedure again consists of selecting values of
T and solving for t , at various values of B. The results
yielded smooth curves for B versus t , from which the lines
of constant rise time could be constructed. A sample B
versus t , curve and the constant rise time chart has been
given in Pigs. 4 and 5, respectively.
Settling Time Charts
Settling time is defined as the time for the response
to first reach and thereafter remain within a specified per-
centage of its final value. In this thesis five per cent
v;as selected.
A common practice, when analyzing settling time, is to
work with the envelope of the time response. Information
obtained in this manner is just as useful, and the mathematics
is greatly simplified. - -
r-
-
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Using this approach, the equation,
envelope of c(t) - .95 = , (41)
was solved for t^^ by means of the Newton-Raphson method for
one equation.
The procedure again had the same general form; with T
held fixed, t^^ was found for various values of B. Lines of
constant settling time were then constructed from graphs of
B versus t ,
.
st
Two programs were actually used to obtain the settling
time curves. One program located all values above the cri-
tical damping ciurve, and the second program was applied to
the region below this curve. A sample B versus t , curve is
S \j
given in Pig. 6 while the chart of constant settling time
appears in Pig. 7.
Discussion of Res'ults
It is obvious from the transient response charts that
their usefulness is restricted to systems for which B is less
than 4 and T is less than 7. In the writer's opinion the
majority of physical systems may be analyzed with these charts
provided the time delay is not extremely large (i.e., T less
than 10 seconds). Por very large T values of rise time and
overshoot may be found without the aid of the charts. Peed-
back control systems with a transformed time delay, T, will
behave as though they are open loop systems for t , < 2T.
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Therefore, for sufficiently large T and B, the rise time may
be calculated easily from the open loop expression
C(s) Be-^T
'^^TTT . (42)
After construction of the B-os curves, it was noticed that
as T became larger these curves became very linear. A careful
examination of the curves yielded the empirical equation,
- = --'B - 0^) . (^3^
No detailed evaluation of this expression for T greater than 7
was undertaken. It is the v/riter's belief, however, that where
extremely accurate results are not required this expression can
be of great value.
In discussing the accuracy of the transient response charts
the object of greatest concern is the mathematical approximation
for time response. When presenting information in a graphical
form, the difficulty involved in obtaining exact results is in
many cases unwarranted. It was the intention of the author to
form an approximation for time response that would produce no
readable error in any of the charts presented.
In order to examine the effect of neglected terms, one
must study carefully the general form of the time response
approximation.
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c(t) = 1 +....+ 2B e'^'^("^-^)sin(^(t-T)+c6i) + .... (44)
>n
2 2
where
2 2 —To' —1"^
x„ = V - 30)^ + 2<r + Be "-"i^cosa^T - TBe "^ n cosco T
-TBe"*^'a^^sincuT ^^5)
n n
y^^ =
~^*'n**'n
~ ^% +Be~^*'^^sinw^T - TBe~^*''no^sin^J T
+TBe~^^^a>^cosaj^T (46)
The factor, sin(a»^(t-T) + «<^) , continues to oscillate be-
tween +1 and -1 and has no convergent effect on the general
terra. Since cr^ is negative, however, e ^^ "^ -^ ^ begins to ap-
proach zero rapidly for t greater than T. In previous dis-
cussions of the systems root locus, it was pointed out that
cr.^ < cfxi-l' "^^^^ each successive term is appreciably more
damped than the one preceding it. Although not at once
I
5 ^
apparent the factor, 2B/ "\ x^ + j^^
,
for a particular pair of
complex poles was found to be much smaller than for a pre-
vious pair of poles. The net effect of this convergence of
successive terms on the accuracy of the time response approx-
imation can best be Judged by a comparison of the approximate
response with the exact time response foimd by means of the
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power series expansion method discussed previously. Comparisons
were made for the following three points: (T = 0.50, B = O.83O);
(T = 2.00, B = 0.30); (T = 5.50, B = 0.16). At each of these
points, the approximate responses were found for fifteen values
of time lying in the range between when the system began to res-
pond and about the time overshoot occurred. The error did not
exceed O.OO5 for any of these values; and because of the con-
vergent nature of the approximation, it may be assi;uned that
the error is much less for larger values of time.
For all of the charts, computer results were found with
a high degree of precision; and the only other possible source
of error was the actual plotting of the curves. A great deal
of effort v/as made to keep this at a minimum.
To the writer's knowledge no significant error exists in
the charts given, and they may be used with confidence for the
analysis and synthesis of automatic control systems.*
CONCLUSION AND RECOIffilENMTIONS
The analysis and synthesis of feedback control systems
with time delay has been a challenging problem for many years.
The recent increase in applications for control systems, par-
ticularly in the area of process control, has illustrated the
need for additional design and analysis methods to cope with
the problems presented by a delay in the control loop.
•5^
. i ^
An example of the synthesis procedure appears in Appendix C,
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This thesis is concerned with the development of a method
for the investigation of a control system's transient behavior.
Discussion is centered about a second-order, linear system
v/hich is transformed such that it may be completely described
in terms of a single constant, B, and a constant, T, related
to the time delay. Lines of constant overshoot, rise time,
and settling time are then presented on charts with coordinates,
B and T. Although the ranges of B and T are limited on the
graphs, it is felt that the information presented will be a
valuable asset in the analysis and synthesis of the majority
of second-order control systems. ' '
As an extension of the work initiated in this text several
areas could be investigated. In particular, the following
recommendations are made:
1. The methods and techniques employed in this
thesis be extended to higher order systems
and systems v;ith zeroes in their transfer
functions.
2. An attempt be made to present transient
information for an infinite range of B and
T. If this is not possible, it would at
least be useful to extend the investigation
to larger values of B and T.
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NOMENCLATURE
^n
Coefficient of general system
B Coefficient for transformed system
c Time response of system
C Laplace transform of system's output
k Forward gain constant of general system
^1 Feedback gain constant of general system
OS Per cent overshoot ' '
R Laplace transform of system's input
s Laplace transform complex variable
^^r
Rise time for general system
*s
Settling time for general system
*rt Rise time for transformed system -•- -^ -
*st
Settling time for transformed system -
*t
Transformed time
*os
Time at which overshoot occurs
Imaginary part of s
Real part of s -
./
'o
Actual time delay
T Transformed time delay
h System's inertia
^t System's viscous friction
K^ Motor constant
\ Amplifier gain
V Velocity of material
d Distance between controlling point and measuring point
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Fig. 1 Region of Stability
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OS
B
Fig. 2 Overshoot Curve For T = 5.5
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NEWTON-RAPHSON METHOD PCR ONE EQUATION
Given:
F(t) =
Development of method:
1. Expand P(t) in a Taylor series atout
t = t, and trimcate after two terms.
2. Solve for t
F(tJ
t = t^-
dF(t, )
dt
Procedure:
1. Let t, "be an initial approximation to the
solution of the given equation.
2. As the next approximation, take
t,
-,
= t, -k+1 K
dF(t^J
dt
3. Continue iterations until the process
converges to a solution for t.
Reference: McCracken and Dorn (6), pp. 133, 156.
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GENERALIZATION OF rNlEWTON-RAPHSON IffiTHOD
FOR TWO EQUATIONS
Given:
F(u;,<r) =
G(a;,cr) =
.
Development of method:
1. Expand both F(cL>,cy) and G(a>,<y) in Taylor series about
CO =u)v,cr=cr, and truncate after tv/o terms. For
simplification let
F = ¥{u,,cr)
.. -s. P^ = F(a;j^,(yj^)
'
'
"
>> [
G = G(u;,<r) \
'. . ^
'.^ / G^ = G(a>^,<7^)
then
F = P^+ (--^) j;7+ (^-^) JT^ ••• ='
G = G^+ (-"^.) 5^- (<^-<'k) 7^- ••• =0
2. Rearrange v/ith F, and G, on the right
(-^) '^ ^ (--.) i4 = -.
50
3. Use Cramer's rule to solve for oj and a
OJ = U3 k [. - Gk ^_£k- j
a
r ^^k ^^k1
- 0-- + P, G^ ^
where
J
<;>Fi, ^Gk d\ ^\
CO ^<r e>0' c^a>
Procedure:
1. Let O), and cr, be initial approximations for
XL JX
the solution of the given equations.
2. Use the eo^uations above to solve for the
next approximations a> and o*, -, .
3. Continue the iterations until two successive
approximations are found to be sufficiently-
close to each other.
Reference: McCracken and Corn (6), pp. 144-145, 156-157
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FORTRAN PROGRAIi FOR VALUES OP OVERSHOOT
DIMENSION TA(12)
DB'IENSION BBA(12,9),T0S(12,9)
DItlENSION V/TA( 12 , 9 , 4 ) , STA( 12 , 9 , 4
)
DIEiENSION \VA( 4 ) , SA( 4) ,X( 4 ) ,y ( 4)
DIMENSION AL(4),D(4),PA(4)
1 P0RI;IAT(2XP8.3)
2 PORMAT(2X,F6.3)
3 PORMT(2X,F10.3)
4 F0RIMT(2X,4P7.2)
5 F0PJ'riAT(2X,4F29.6)
6 P0RI,1A.T(2X,3P30.10)
7 POPJ.'IAT(15X,P15.5)
READ(1,1)TA
D08I<:=1,12
8 READ(1,2)(BBA(K,J),J=1,9)
D09K-1,12
9 READ(l,3)(TOS(K,J),J-l,9)
D010K=1,12
DC10J=1,9
10 READ(1,4)(WTA(K,J,L),L=1,4)
D011K=1,12 . ' •
D011J=1,9
11 READ(1,4)(STA(K,J,L),L=1,4)
D02bK-l,12
T=TA(K)
V/RITE(3,1)T '
D027J=1,9
B=BBA(K,J)
Vv'RITE(3,l)B
D018L=1,4
BP=L-1
Vffi=WTA(l<:,J,L)
SB=-STA(K,J,L)
12 \VIv-\^.''B
SK-SB
G=(SK^^4+2
. •>^SX^^3+SK^-^2+2 . ^SK^SK^WK^M<:+2 . ^SK^HL^-mWlfK
*^-2+V,'K^^4)/(2.7l83^^(-2.^SK^T))-B*B
GS=2
.
^T->f ( G+B^B ) +4 . *SK*^3+6 . ^SK^SK+2 . *SX+4 . ^SK*V/K*\VK+
2 . ^V/K*';7K)/( 2
.
7183*^.( -2 . *SK^T )
)
GW=( 4
.
^SK^SK^V/-K+4
.
^SK^-\VI<:+2
. ^'VIK+A . ^y/K^^3 )/( 2 . 7183^^ ( -2
.
^SK^T))
ps=-v/i^/( ( 1 . +SK) ^^2+mi^mi)-wA/{ sk^sk+v,iw;k)
PW-( 1
.
+SK)/( ( 1 . +SK) *^2+\^'K^\«/K:)+T+SK/( sk^sk+v/k^\vk)
P=PW^GS-FS^G\V
IP(-SK-1.)13,14,15
13 P=ATAN(\VK/(1.+SX) )+m*T-ATAN(-ffK/SK)-BP*6.2832
G0T016
14 P=l
. 5708+\VK*T-ATAN(\VK) -BP->^6 . 2832
G0T016 . . ,
53
15 F=3.14l6-ATAN(\VK/(-l.-SK) )+\VK:*T-ATAN(-\VK/SK)-BP*6.2832
16 TO=V/K-(P^GS-G*PS)/P
SB=SK+ (P^G\V-G->*PW)/P
\VRITE(3,5)\VB,SB,G,P
IP(ABS(V/B-V/K)+ABS(SB-SK)-. 001)17, 17, 12
17 WA(L)=^;ffi
18 SA(L)=SB
D021L=1,4
\V=WA(L)
S=SA(L)
.X(L)=3 . *S^S-3 . *W*W+2 . *S+B*2 . 7183^^ ( -T^S ) *COS ( W^T ) -T-^B^
2 . 7l83^*( -T^S ) ^S^COS ( V/^T ) -T^B^2 . 7l83^^( -T^S ) ->^W^
Y(L) =-6 . ^S^V/-2 . ^W+B^2 . 7183^-^ ( -T^'S ) ^SIN( W^T ) -T^B^" 2 . 7183
**(-T^S)*S->^SIN(W^T)+T^B*2.7l83^^(-T^S)^W*COS(W>^T)
IP(X(L)-0.0)20,19,19
19 A1(L)=ATAN(Y(L)/X(L))+1.5708
G0T021
20 AL(L)=4.7124-ATAN(Y(L)/(-X(L)))
21 V/RITE(3,6)AL(L),X(L),Y(1)
TO=TOS(K,J)
IN=1
22 TK=TO
IN=IN+1
I?(IN-12)23,23,27
23 D026I=1,4
IP(ABS(SA(l)^TK-SA(l)^T)-220.)25,25,24
24 D(I)=0.0
PA(I)=0.0
G0T026
25 D(I)=2.^B/(SQRT(X(I)^X(I)+Y(I)^Y(I)))*:-2.7183^*(SA(I)^
TK-SA(I)^T)^SIN(V/A(I)^(TK-T)+AL(I))
PA(I)=2.W(SQRT(X(I)^X(I)+Y(I)->^Y(I)))*2.7183^*(SA(I)
^TK-SA ( I ) *T ) ->^C0S ( WA ( I ) ^ ( TK-T ) +AL ( I ) )
26 CONTINUE
\7RITE(3,5)D(1),D(2),D(3),D(4)
T0=TK-(D(1)^SA(1)+FA(1)^-WA(1)+D(2)^SA(2)+PA(2)^V/A(2) +
D(3)^SA(3)+PA(3)^WA(3)+D(4)^SA(4)+PA(4)^WA(4))/(D(
1)^SA(1)^SA(1)+PA(1)^SA(1)->^WA(1)^2.-D(1)->^WA(1)^\7A(
l)+D(2)-x-SA(2)*SA(2)+PA(2)^SA(2)^\7A(2)*2.-D(2)^WA(2)
^\VA(2)+D(3)*SA(3)^SA(3)+PA(3)^SA(3)^WA(3)^2.-D(3)^
\VA(3)^WA(3)+D(4)*SA(4)*SA(4)+PA(4)^SA(4)*WA(4)*2.-
D(4)*WA(4)^WA(4))
^
,
WRITE(3,7)TO
IP(ABS(TO-TK)-.001)30,30,22
30 OS=D(l)+D(2)+D(3)+D(4)
V/RITE(3,7)OS
27 CONTINUE
28 CONTINUE
END ^
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FORTRAN PROGRMI FOR VALUES OP RISE TIME
DIMENSION TA(12)
DIMENSION BBA(12,9),TRA(12,9)
DIMENSION V/TA( 12,9,4), STA( 12 ,9,4)
DIMENSION WA(4),SA(4),S(4),Y(4)
DIMENSION AL(4),D(4),FA(4)
1 P0RIvlAT(2X,P8.3)
2 FORLiAT(2X,F6,3)
3 PORIvLA.T(2X,P10.3)
4 P0RIvIAT(2X,4P7.2)
5 F0Rr.IAT(2X,4P29.6) ' :
6 FORIvIAT(2X,3P30.10)
7 FORMAT (15X, PI 5. 5)
READ(1,1)TA - - -
D08K=1,12
8 READ(1,2)(BBA(K,J),J=1,9)
.
D010K=1,12
9 READ(1,3)(TRA(K,J),J=1,9)
D010K=1,12
D010J=1,9
10 READ(1,4)(WTA(K,J,L),L=1,4)
D011K=1,12
D011J=1,9
11 READ(1,4)(STA(K,J,L),L=1,4)
D028K=1,12
T=TA(K)
VfflITE(3,l)T
D027J=1,9
B=BBA(K,J) —.
WRITE(3,1)B
D018L=1,4
BP=L-1
Vffi=\¥TA(K,J,L)
SB=-STA(K,J,L)
12 V.^=\7B
SK=SB
G=(SK^^4+2
.
*SK^^3+SK^^2+2
. *SK-^SK^V/K^i;VX+2 . ^SK^\VK^V/K+^VK
^^2+YfiC>^^-4 )/( 2 . 7183^-^ ( -2 . ^SK^T ) ) -B->^B
GS=2
.
^T^- ( G+B^B ) + ( 4 . ^SK^^3+6 . ^SK^SK+2 . ^SK+4 . *SK-x-Y7K^WK+
2.^\7K^-\"/K)/(2.7l83^-^(-2.^SK^T))
GV/=( 4
.
^SK^-SK^V/I^+4
.
*SK^';7K:+2
. ^-\W+A . *V/K^^3 )/( 2 .7183^-^ ( -2
.
^SK^T))
PS=-V/I^/( ( 1 . +SK) ^^2+Y/K^V/K-Vffi/( SK^SK+V/K^\;'K)
F\7= ( 1
.
+SK)/( ( 1 . +SK) >^^ 2+\7K^V;-K) +T+SK/( SK*SK+V/K^Y/K)
P=FW^GS-PS^GW
IF(-SK-1.)13,14,15
1 3 PLATAN ( \7K/ ( 1 . +SK ) ) +V/K^T-ATAN ( -V/K/SK ) -BP^6.2832
G0T016
14 P=1.5708+V/K:^T-ATAN(+V/K)-BP*6.2832
G0T016
15 P=3.1416-ATAN(m/(-l.-SK) )+\7K^T-ATAN(-WK/SK)-BP*6. 2832
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16 V/B=\m-(P*GS-G^FS)/P
SB=SK+(P^GW-G^PW)/P
\7RITE(3,5)Vffi,SB,G,P
IP(ABS(\YB-Vffi)+ABS(SB-SK)-. 001)17, 17, 12
17 WA(L)='^
18 SA(L)=SB
D021L=1,4
W=WA(L)
S=SA(L)
X(L) =3 . *S*S-3 . ^W^V/+2 . *S+B*2 . 7183*^ (-T^S ) ^COS (W*T ) -T^
B^2.7l83^^(-T^S)^S^COS(W*T)-T^B^2.7l83*^-(-T^S)^
Y(L)=-6.*S^W-2.^\V+B^2.7l83^^(-T^-S)^SIN(Y/^T)-T^B^2.7l83
^^(_T^S)xs^SIN(W*T)+T^B^2.7l83^^(-T^S)^-W^COS(V/->^T)
IF(X(L)-0.0)20,19,19
19 AL(L)=ATAN(Y(L)/X(L))+1.5708
G0T021
20 AL(L)=4.7124-ATAN(Y(L)/(-X(L)))
21 VffiITE(3,6)AL(L),X(L),Y(L)
TR--:TRA(K,J)
IN=1
22 TK=TR
IN=IN+1
IP(IN-12)23,23,27
23 D026I=1,4
IP(ABS(SA(I)^TK-SA(l)^T)-220.)25,25,24
24 D(I)=0.0
PA(I)=0.0
G0T026
25 D(I)=2.^B/(SQRT(X(I)^X(I)+Y(I)^Y(I)))^2.7183^^(SA(I)^
TK-SA(I)^-T)^SIN(WA(I)->^(TK-T)+AL(I))
PA(I)=2.^-B/(SQRT(X(I)-^X(I)+Y(I)^Y(I)))*2.7183**(SA(I)
^TK-SA(I)*T)^C0S(WA(I)^(TK-T)+AL(I))
26 CONTINUE
V/RITE(3,5)D(1),D(2),D(3),D(4)
TR=TK-(D(1)+D(2)+D(3)+D(4))/(D(1)^SA(1)+PA(1)^\7A(1)+D
(2)^SA(2)+PA(2)-x-\7A(2)+C(3)^SA(3)+PA(3)^WA(3)+D(4)*
SA(4)+FA(4)^WA(4))
'//RITE(3,7)TR
IP(ABS(TR-TK)-.001)27,27,22
27 CONTINUE
28 CONTINUE
END
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FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR VALUES OF UNDERDAICPED SETTLING TIBIE
DniENSION TA(12)
DIlffiNSION BBA(12,3),TSA(12,3)
DIMENSION V/TA( 12 , 3 , 4 ) , STA ( 12 , 3 , 4
)
DIMENSION V/A(4) ,SA(4) ,X(4) ,Y(4)
DIMENSION AL(4),D(4)
1 PORIvIAT(2X,F8.3)
2 F0RMT(2X,F6.3)
3 FORr,IAT(2X,P10.3)
4 P0RI.IAT(2X,4F7.2)
5 F0Rr.IAT(2X,4F29.6)
6 PORI;IAT(2X,3F30.10)
7 FORI;iAT(15X,P15.5)
READ(1,1)TA
D08K=1,12
8 READ(1,2)(BBA(K,J),J=1,3)
D09K-1,12
9 READ(1,3)(TSA(K,J),J=1,3)
D010K=1,12
D010J=1,3
10 READ(1,4)(V/TA(K,J,L),L=1,4)
D011K=1,12
D011J=1,3
11 READ(1,4)(STA(K,J,L),L=1,4)
D028K=1,12
T=TA(K) . ,
\VRITE(3,1)T
D027J=1,3
B=BBA(K,J)
V/RITE(3,1)B
D018L=1,4 •
•
- BP=L-1
Vffi=V/TA(K,J,L)
SB=-STA(K,J,L) -
12 Y/K=Vffi
SK=SB
G=( SK^^-4+2 . ^SK^^3+SK^^2+2 . ^3K^SK^V/K^V/K+2 . ^"SK^V/K^V/K+V.'K
^^2+Y/K^*4 )/( 2 . 7183*-^- ( -2 . ^SK^T ) )-B^B)
GS=2
. *T^- ( G+B^B ) + ( 4 . ^SK^^ 3+6 . *SK^-SK+2 . ^SK+4 . ^SK^WK^V/K+
2.^V/K*YiTC(/(2.7l83^^(-2.^SK^T))
GW=( 4 . ^SK^SK^\VK+4 . *SK^Y/K+2 . ^V/K+4 . ^\7K^^3 )/( 2 . 7l83^^( -2
.
^SK^T))
FS=-VK/ ( ( 1 • +SK ) ^^ 2+Y7K^V/K ) -Y/K/ ( SK^SK+V/K^\YK
)
FY/=( 1 . +SK)/( ( 1 . +SK) ^^-2+Y/IW,'K) +T+SK/( SK*SK+\VK^V/K)
P=PY/^GS-FS^GY/
IP(-SK-1.)13,14,15
13 P=ATAN(\VK/(1.+SK) )+V/K^T-ATAN(-V/K/SK)-BP^6. 2832
G0T016
14 P=1.5708+Yn<:^T-ATAN(V/K)-BP->^6.2832
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G0T016
15 F= 3 . 1 41 6-ATAN ( Wl/ ( -1 . -SK ) ) +V/K^T-ATAN ( -Wii/SK ) -BP^ 6.2832
16 ^iVB=V/IC-(F^GS-G^FS)/P
SB=SK+F^GV/-G^F\Y)/P
Y/RITS(3,5)'<ra,FB,G,F
IP(ABS(WB-V/IC)+A3S(SB-SK)-.001)17,17,12
17 \VA(L)=V/B
18 SA(L)=SB
D021L=1,4
W=WA(L)
S=SA(L)
• X(L)=3.->^S*S-3.*W^W+2.^S+B^2.7l83^*(-T^S(^COS(W^T)-T*B^
2.7l83^*(-T^S)^S^COS(W*T)-T*B^2.7l83-'^^(-T*S)*W^SIN
(VV^T)
Y( L ) =-6 . -'^S^V/-2 . *W+B^2 . 7183^^ ( -T-»^S ) *SIN( \Y^T ) -T^B* 2 . 718
3
*^(-T^S)^S^SIN(W^T)+T^B^2.7l83^^(-T^shv/^C0S(y/^T)
IF(X(L)-0.0)20,19,19
19 AL(L)=ATAN(Y(L)/X(L))+1.5708
G0T021
20 AL(L)=4.7124-ATAN(Y(L)/(-X(L)))
21 V/RITE(3,6)AL(L),X(L),Y(L)
TS-TSA(K,J)
IN=1
22 TK=TS
IR=IN+1
'
IP(IN-12)23,23,27
23 D026I-1,4
IF(ABS(SA(I)^TK:-SA(I)*T)-220.)25,25,24
24 r)(l)=0.0
GOT026
25 D(I)=2.^B/(SQRT(X(I)*X(I)+Y(I)^Y(I)))*2.7183**(SA(I)^
tk-sa(i)^t)
26 continue
^/ffiITE(3,5)D(l),D(2),D(3),D(4)
TS=TK-(-.05+D(1)+L(2)+D(3)+D(4))/(D(1)*SA(1)+FA(1)*V/A
(1)+D(2)*SA(2)+PA(2)^WA(2)+D(3)*SA(3)+FA(3)^WA(3)+
D(4)*SA(4)+FA(4)^WA(4) )
%'RITE(3,7)TS ^.
IF(ABS(TS-TK)-.001)27,27,22
27 CONTINUE
28 CONTINUE
END
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APPENDIX B-IV
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FORTRAN PROGRAJJ FOR VALUES OF OVERDAilPED SETTLING TILIE
DIRIENSION TA(12)
DIMENSION BBA(l2,9),TSA(l2j9)
DIMENSION WTA(12, 9" 4) , STA(12 ,9,4)
DIIviENSION WA( 4 ) , SA( 4 ) , X( 4 ) , Y( 4
)
1
DILoENSION AL ( 4 } , D ( 4
)
FORIvL\T(2X,?8.3)
2 FORI\IAT(2X,4F9.4)
3 FORSIAT ( 2X , 3F30 . 10
)
4 FORMT(20X,F10.5)
5 FORi.lAT(2X,4F29.6)
READ(1,1)TA
D06K=1,12
6 READ(1,1)(BBA(K,J),J=1,9)
D07K=1,12
7 READ(l,l)(TSA(K,J),J=i,9)
D08K=1,12
D08J=1,9
8 READ(1,2)(WTA(Z,J,L),L=1,4) '
D09K=1,12
D09J=1,9
9 READ(1,2)(STA(K,J,L),L=1,4)
D034K=1,12
T=TA(K)
Vv'RITE(3,l)T
D033L=1,9
BA=BBA(K,L)
WRITE(3,1)BA ...
D019I=1,4
BP-I-1
IF(I-1)10,10,11
10 \VA(I)=\VTA(K,L,I)
SB(I)=STA(K,L,I)
G0T019
11 Vffi=WTA(K,L,I)
SB=-STA(K,L5l)
12 TO<:=\VB
SK=SB
G= ( SK^-x-4+2
.
^SZ>^*3-^SK-x-*2+2
. ^SK^SK*^WIC*V/I<:+2 .
->*SK^V/K^\VK+V/K
^^2+'vVI<:^«4 )/( 2 . 7183^^ ( -2 . -^^SK^T ) ) -BA*BA
GS=2
.
*T->^ ( G+BA^BA) + ( 4 . -^SK-^-^-^-i-S. *SK^SK+2'. *^SK+4 . ^SK^V/K^YTK
+2.*WK^-',VK)/(2.7183**(-2.^SK*T))
GV/= ( 4 . >^SK-x-SX^\VX+4 . *SK^V/K+2 . ^\VK+4 . *V/K**3 ) / ( 2 . 7183^^ ( -2
.
«SK*T))
PS=-V/K/( ( 1 . +SK) ^^2+\7K^V/K)-W^C SK^SK+V/K^\VK)
PW= ( 1 . +3K )/ ( ( 1 . +SK ) ^*2+WK*mi ) +T+SK/ ( SK*SK+V/K^\7K
)
P=FV/^GS-FS^-GW
IP(-SK-1.)13,14,15
13 P=ATAN(MC/(l.+SK))+y/K:«T-ATAN(-\VK/SK)-BP*6.2832
G0T016
14 P=1.5708-J-%'K*T-ATAN(\^/K)-BP^6.2832
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G0T016
15 ?=3.14l6-ATAN(V/K/(-l.-SK) )+\YK*T-ATAN(-V/K/SK)-BP^6.2832
16 V/B=V/K-(P*GS-G*PS)/P
SB=SK+(P^G\7-G^-FW)/P
V/RITE(3,5)V/B,SB,G,P
IF(ABS(\7B-V/K)+ABS(SB-SK)-.001)17,17,12
17 WA(I)=Y/B
18 SA(I)=SB
19 CONTINUE
D022I=1,4
V/=WA(I)
S-SA(I)
X(I)=3.^S^S-3.*W*W+2.^S+B^2.7l83*^(-T^S)->^COS(W*T)-T-^B^
2.7l83^^(-T*S)^S^COS(W^T)-T^B^2.7l83^^(-T^S)^W^SIN
(V/^T)
Y(I)=-6.^S^W-2.->^W+B*2.7l83^*(-T*S)^SIN(W^T)-T*B*2.7l83^
^(-T^S)^S^SIN(W*T)+T^B^2.7183^*(-T^S)*W^C0S(W*T)
IF(X(I)-0.0)21,20,20
20 AL(I)=ATAN(Y(I)/X(I))+1.5708
GOTO 2
2
21 AL(I)=4.7124-ATAN(Y(l)/(-X(l)))
22 '^•RITE(3,3)AL(I),X(I),Y(I)
TS=TSA(K,L)
IN=1
23 TK=TS • ''^
IN=IN+1
IF(lN-20)24,24,32
24 D031I=1,4
IF(I-1)25,25,28
25 IF(ABS(SA(l)^TK-SA(l)->^T)-220.)26,32,32
26 IF(ABS(\YA(I)*TK-Y/A(l)^T)-220.)27,32,32
27 SAI.I=(B*2.7183^^(SA(I)^(TK-T)))/(3.^SA(I)*SA(I)+2.^SA(I)
+(B-SA(I)^T*B)^2.7183^^(-T^SA(I)))
WMI=(B^-2
.
7183^^(WA( I ) ^( TK-T ) ) )/( 3 . ^WA( I ) ^WA( I )+2 . ^WA(I
)
+ (B-\YA(I)*T^B)^2.7183*^(-T^\VA(I) )
)
D(I)=SAI\'[+WAM
G0T031
28 IF(ABS(SA(l)^TK-SA(l)^T)-220.)30,30,29
29 D(I)=0.0
G0T031
30 D(I)=2.->^B/(SQRT(X(I)*X(I)+Y(I)^Y(I)))*2.7183^^(SA(I)*TK
-SA(I)*T)
31 CONTINUE
TS=TK-(.05+D(l)-D(2)-D(3)-D(4))/(SAI,I^SA(l)+WAM^WA(l)-D(
2)*SA(2)-D(3)^SA(3)-r)(4)*SA(4))
V/RITE(3,4)TS
IF(ABS(TS-TK)-.001)32,32,23
32 CONTINUE - :
33 CONTINUE
34 CONTINUE ' ' - .
END . -
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APPENDIX G
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THE SYNTHESIS OP A SYSTEM WITH ONE UNIO^OWN COEPPICIENT,
To illustrate the use of the charts in designing systems,
the following example has been selected.
K,
Kt
J^s2 + f^s
Amplifier Motor and Roller
Dynamics
V
in Gauge 1'm I ;
'rad
Gear Box
U
-4
The transfer function for this system is
C(s) Ka^t
R(s) J^s"^ + f^s + K^K^
where
t V
J = go oz-in-sec'
-^t
~ ^^ oz-in
rad/sec
V = 5 in/sec
d = 10 in
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The amplifier gain, K
,
is to be foimd such that the following
specifications are met as nearly as possible:
OS = 10^
t = 6 sec
t = 15 sec
The time delay is
^o - V " 5 ~
In terms of the general system, the coefficient may be written
a2 = 90
a-j^ = 60
a = 2K
o a
Therefore, the transformed time delay is
T = ?^ 2 = 3
and the rise time and settling time become
.
\ *st =1^15 = 22.5 .
A careful inspection of the charts indicate that the restrictions
may be met very closely when B = 0.15. Prom the relation
B -
—
2-
^1
it is found that K must equal 3-
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A method is presented in this thesis for the analysis and
sj'-nthesis of second-order control systems with time delay. In
almost all cases v/here time delays occur, the analysis is made
much more difficult, and a thorough investigation of the
system's transient response is often impossible. This difficulty
may he traced to the fact that the introduction of even a small
time delay creates an infinite number of poles. In certain
cases, information regarding the transient response may be
obtained without determining the locations of these poles while
in other situations it may be possible to determine the loca-
tions of a sufficient number of the system's poles and form an
approximation to the time response. These conventional methods
of analysis are explained in detail, and it is found that no
method exists v/hich is applicable to a large number of systems
and also gives accurate results without a great deal of labor.
In the method presented here, it is pointed out that a
general second-order system with time delay may be transformed
to a system with one coefficient and a new time delay related
to the original va.lue. The overshoot, rise time, and settling
time for the general system are found to be related to corres-
ponding values for the transformed system. It is then seen
that transient response characteristics for a general system
may be found easily if corresponding values are knov/n for the
transformed system. To solve for the overshoot, rise time, and
settling time of the transformed system, the Heaviside expansion
formula is employed. Pour pairs of complex poles are used, and
the resulant approximation is checked and foimd to be extremely
accurate. Transient response information in the form of lines
of constant overshoot, rise time, and settling time for the
transformed system are foimd with the aid of an IBM 1410 computer.
These curves are plotted on graphs with the transformed coef-
ficient and the transformed time delay as coordinates.
Although this information is presented for limited ranges
of the transformed system's coefficient and time delay, it is
believed that the method presented in this thesis will prove
applicable to a great number of control systems with time delay.
